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This secured transactions audio lecture covers collateral, security interests between debtor and

creditor, such as creation and attachment, between creditor and others, including perfection filing,

possession, control, automatic, and temporary, and priorites of secured parties v. lien creditors. It

also defines a perfected secured party, purchaser BIOCs, holder in due course rule, and secured

party v. secured party purchase money security interests, fixtures, and accessions. Other subjects

include rights upon default, including collection and enforcement by secured parties, possession

and disposition by secured parties, noncompliance, acceptance of collateral in full or partial

satisfaction, and application of proceeds of sale. The hand out is on Disc Four of the set as an

Adobe file.
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I highly recommend these cd's. They have been a life saver. The only thing that I was disappointed

about is that these CDs only cover Article 9. There is very little information on Article 3. I like it

includes a handout in .pdf format on the 4th cd. The lecturer follows the handout and it saves you

from the need of taking too many additional notes. The lecturer has a very conversational style.

Highly recommended!

I found this to be really helpful before my secured transactions exam. It simplified the whole subject

into a couple hours. It probably would have been good to have in the middle of the semester.



This man transformed me from a low confidence secured transaction exam taker into a confident

exam taker. (I'm a believer now). I took notes on his little hand out and listened to him as many

times as I could before my exam. Please purchase this, he is worth it. Retaining auditory knowledge

is much easier than retaining visual things you read in the book. Spak gives you a hand out to

follow, but not everything he says is on it, so just listen to what he says and write it down in the

margins. I hated rewinding him over and over to write down what he was saying, but it helped things

stick better.

Used for Bar Prep. Excellent study aid that is actually published by Barbri. As a result, it followed

along with the Barbri outline to a substantial extent. It does not hit all of the nuances in the outline

but it does give a great foundation.

The content of the CD's are good. The overview is a bit cursory and is not really in depth as I would

have liked. The biggest problem is that the sound quality is terrible. I have to crank the volume to

even be able to hear the discussion. If I am riding the train then forget about it; I can hear nothing.

Great if you are sitting at home and listening in a quite space. Terrible if you are a commuter like I

am and are trying to listen on the go.
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